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Energy and power trends in
large-scale computing facilities (LSCFs)
pose challenges that shape the design of
next-generation facilities. The carbon footprint of societal energy consumption levels
has seen intense scrutiny in recent years.
According to recent statistics, the electricity
demand from LSCFs shows the fastest
growth among all sectors, and facilities consume several megawatts, enough to power
small towns.1 The US Environmental Protection Agency estimates that national energy
consumption attributable to servers and data
centers will soon reach more than 100 billion
kW hours annually,2 and recent studies estimate the corresponding electrical cost to be
US$30 billion.3
The cost of energy is rising, further exacerbating the problem. Recent studies show
that power accounts for 13 percent of the
total cost of ownership (TCO) in an
LSCF. This cost increases up to 31 percent

if we add the cost for cooling and power
infrastructure, becoming the second largest
contributor to the TCO, behind server
costs.4 Additionally, while server cost has
remained flat over successive generations,
energy cost is expected to rise,5 increasing
the relative cost of energy.
Despite these energy consumption trends,
user- or task-specific accounting for energy
or power consumption is limited. The accounting method applied for user-level billing is usually based simply on the amount
of time that a resource is used. However,
this method typically doesn’t consider the
exact level of resource usage; power consumption attributable to a specific user job
is either estimated on the basis of known
peak (or nameplate) values for used resources
or a derated estimation for the actual peak
power consumption that the system can
achieve under a realistic workload.6 (In fact,
several tools from server vendors let their
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Related Work in Large-Scale Computing Facilities
Large-scale computing facilities are vast infrastructures with high operation costs. Any possible optimization that improves their efficiency
can translate into a considerable cost reduction. Several proposals
focus on improving data centers’ energy efficiency.1-3 Many of these proposals advocate for energy-proportional systems, in which the need for
energy accounting is higher than in current systems.
Several of these works focus on either reducing power consumption
when the system is idle or improving efficiency by consolidating more
virtual machines in the same hardware. To this end, some proposals leverage workload heterogeneity to better schedule the workloads onto the
computing resources, thus increasing resource usage.1 Nathuji and
Schwan proposed a mechanism to connect the low-power mechanisms
available in the hardware with the power management requests and
hints made by an operating system running within a virtual machine.4
Accounting users, tasks, and virtual machines for the energy they
actually consume is orthogonal to the aforementioned proposals. On
one hand, the potential to adapt to the workloads’ heterogeneity
increases with per-task energy accounting. On the other hand, energy accounting brings benefits itself, as we detail in the main
article.
Kansal et al. presented initial steps for an accurate energy-accounting
mechanism.5 Their goal was to develop a better power-capping mechanism in the presence of multiple virtual machines on one node. However,
more research is necessary to obtain a more accurate mechanism for use
not only for power consumption estimation, but for billing users according to their energy consumption as well. For instance, their proposal uses
simple ways to split static power consumption and power consumption
caused by virtual machine interferences, among virtual machines.

customers estimate the expected maximum
consumption in a much more accurate way
than using nameplate values.) Nonetheless,
this is a rough estimation typically based
on average or worst-case behavior. Thus,
using a more accurate method, such as
energy-aware accounting, is beneficial for
LSCF owners.
Although accounting based just on usage
time and resource type and size is adequate
in the present context, where static power
dominates the total power consumption
in current hardware, there’s a clear movement
toward energy-proportional systems.7 In such
systems, most of the energy an application
consumes—and hence, its cost—is due to its
activity. In this scenario, current accounting
systems can be neither accurate nor fair. For
instance, two customers can incur different
utilizations across similarly allocated resources,
and yet result in nearly identical usage time.

To obtain better accuracy, hardware and operating system support is
necessary.
Bertran et al. presented an energy-accounting system for small-sized
systems.6 However, our work focuses on large-scale computing facilities,
where other solutions are likely needed.
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Moreover, the facility owner’s cost could
vary significantly because of differences in
power and energy consumption.
In this article, we highlight the importance and benefits of using energy-aware accounting and billing on current LSCFs such
as data centers. We explore the opportunities, as well as the problems in implementing
such technology. We leave detailed, specific
solutions to these problems for future research work. Instead, we propose an accounting and billing method that would benefit
the typical consumer in terms of (generally)
reduced expenses, based on accurate measurements of actual resource usage levels. Additionally, we show that the facility owner’s
adoption of such accounting metrics would
drive up energy efficiency in computing
facilities. (For more information on other
proposals, see the ‘‘Related Work in LargeScale Computing Facilities’’ sidebar.)
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Figure 1. Power consumption for SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks measured on an Intel quad-core system (a) and for the
available results for SPECpower at several CPU utilization levels (b). Max and min refer to the most- and least-consuming
systems, respectively. Mean is the average for all submitted results.

Motivation examples
To elaborate on the need for accurate,
energy-aware accounting principles, we consider several benchmarks as proxies for the
behavior of applications executed by different users on a small system. Figure 1a
shows the results for executing all the
SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks on an Intel
quad-core, single-socket server system.
A 10-percent variation in power across
workloads is typical, with the maximum variation being 20 percent (between mcf and
calculix). So, mcf-like and calculixlike workloads executing for the same length
of time on the same platform would incur
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energy usage levels that actually differ by a
margin of 20 percent; yet, current accounting
and billing practices would treat them
equally. Figure 1b shows the power consumption at different usage levels for all the
submitted SPECpower8 results between
2007 and 2010 available at the SPEC website. This example illustrates variable-demand
workloads, showing considerably different
power consumption for CPU usage levels.
These variations are already significant
and will probably increase in the future,
when system vendors build more energyefficient and energy-proportional systems.
As idle consumption levels drive down, and
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Figure 2. Comparison of idle and peak power consumption for SPECpower submitted
results. The data shows a clear trend to reduce the significance of idle power consumption.

peak system power remains constant (or perhaps even higher), the variation in usagedriven power profiles across different workloads is bound to increase in the future. In
fact, multiple ongoing initiatives are trying
to reduce the significance of the static consumption fraction. Techniques implemented
in current processors, such as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) and
sleep modes with different depth levels, reduce static energy consumption. Yet for
many hardware components, a high fraction
of their power consumption is static regardless of their activity.
Although current systems aren’t yet
energy-proportional, the trend is moving toward this kind of system. Figure 2 shows the
ratio of idle power consumption over peak
consumption for all the SPECpower results
submitted between 2007 and 2010. The
data is sorted by submission date and
shows a clear trend to reduce the idle
power consumption’s significance, and thus
move toward energy-proportional systems.
In the presence of truly energy-proportional
systems, the static power cost would be almost entirely eliminated, and the dynamic
cost would account for most of the energy
consumption. Under this situation, all the
energy that the systems consume will be a
consequence of application activity; thus,

considering energy consumption for accounting purposes becomes attractive.

Benefits of energy-aware accounting
and billing
From both the user’s and LSCF owner’s
perspectives, there are significant potential
benefits from using energy-aware accounting
and billing.

User’s perspective
The first benefit for users would be more
accurate and fair billing. Consider the consequences of current billing practices on the
user community. Figure 3 shows the normalized power consumption as a function of
usage for one system submitted to the SPECpower webpage. Under current accounting
practices, if the user instance executes for
T hours, the billing would effectively be
based at the peak power rate, (Ppeak), where
usage is 1 (see Figure 3). Thus, the user’s
bill would be
billconv ¼ K  Ppeak  T

(1)

where K is a constant value (measured in
dollars per power unit per hour).
If the energy accounting were done accurately, the user would be charged depending
on the average resource utilization. For example, in Figure 3, we observe that if the
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Figure 3. Power consumption as a function of usage for a system submitted to the
SPECpower webpage. The values are normalized to the consumption when the system is
fully utilized. The actual system is a Fujitsu Primergy TX150 S7 server, based on a quadcore Intel Xeon X3470 with 4 Gbytes of RAM. Its maximum power consumption is
112 W when utilization is 100 percent.

average CPU usage was recorded to be
40 percent (a study at Google revealed that
most of the servers typically operate at
10- to 50-percent utilization7), the power
consumption would decrease by slightly
more than 50 percent and the fair bill
would have been:
billfair ¼ K  P40%  T  0:5  billconv (2)
Energy consumption isn’t the only cost
for LSCFs; personnel, capital cost, and maintenance represent a significant part of the
TCO. However, the cost for power plus
cooling and power distribution accounts for
up to 31 percent of the TCO.4 Therefore,
a 50-percent reduction in energy cost translates into a 16-percent reduction for the
user’s bill.
Energy-aware billing enables other enduser benefits. For instance, current facilities
don’t expose power consumption to their
users. Exposing power consumption per
task or virtual machine would let users understand their applications’ power and energy profile and their power consumption
versus execution time trade-off. Thus, users
could optimize their applications and
deployment configurations to reduce their
bill. This green trend also benefits the data
center owner and society in general.
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Our approach shouldn’t require users to
have too-advanced computer science skills
to exploit energy accounting. We envision a
runtime system that will help users select
proper setups for their applications and the
underlying hardware to reduce energy. Energy accounting, on the other hand, could
make users uncertain about the billing they’ll
receive, because it depends on the actual energy the applications use. The facility owner
can provide bounds or estimates on the energy that users’ applications will consume
using profiling (for example, using Figure 3).

Owner’s perspective
There are several reasons why a facility
owner should invest in accurate, energyaware accounting.
Finer-grained precision in allocating and
managing cooling resources. Today’s LSCFs
design the cooling infrastructure so it can
effectively dissipate the heat produced by
the systems, under worst-case load scenarios, either based on the sum of nameplate
powers across all the facility resources or
on a derated estimation of the actual peak
power consumption under realistic workloads. However, as we mentioned earlier,
servers are typically underused. Therefore,

facilities might consider the possibility of
reducing cooling costs by underprovisioning
the cooling resources, based on typical or
observed peak workloads in the facility.
However, heuristically fixing thermal
thresholds could lead to frequent need of
engaging performance-throttling mechanisms or to tripping the fuses, producing
unplanned server outages. Precise energyaccounting practices would result in better
runtime task allocation and cooling resource
allocation to prevent unplanned outages or
performance shortfalls.
Safe workload consolidation. In prior nonvirtualized systems, once a user instance
received some physical resources, no other
user would be able to share those resources.
In such a situation, time is indeed money;
so, even if the user instance isn’t using the
allocated resources, it would make sense to
charge the user a flat, per-hour rental rate,
because once a set of resources is tied up,
the owner can’t make rental income out of
those resources from any other waiting
customer.
With the advent of virtualized hardware,
the owner can make money from multiple
customers sharing a resource. The net resource usage could then approach 100 percent, a good business proposition. In this
new scenario, the owner has no reason not
to move to an energy-aware accounting system based on actual resource usage; because
the total usage across all users approaches
100 percent, the net effect is that the total
bill amount across multiple users sharing
the same system basically follows Equation 1
again, with the total revenue approaching
K  Ppeak  T.
A built-in energy-accounting system
could guide the workload management system to make scheduling decisions that result
in safe, more efficient workload consolidation. For example, let’s assume that a system
can run N virtual machines simultaneously.
When selecting a subset of virtual machines
for execution, it’s hard to determine whether
the power or energy threshold would be
exceeded, so the virtual machine manager
must be conservative. With per-virtual machine energy accounting, at the time of composing a workload of N virtual machines, we

know the power consumption of each virtual
machine and thus the workload. Therefore,
energy accounting improves efficiency, and
we can consolidate more virtual machines
simultaneously. By doing so, we can add
more computing nodes and service more customers with the same power budget—a clear
benefit for the data center owner.
Reduction in energy costs. Motivation for
end users to reduce their energy consumption (and bill) will also drive down the
total energy consumption incurred by the
data center. In a context where energy
costs are a significant part of the TCO,
energy is becoming scarce—and, owing to
difficulties associated with electric power
transmission, the data center owner will welcome any reduction in power consumption.

Target facilities
Several types of facilities exist, each with
a different business model. Energy accounting targets multiple facility types, though
its potential benefits depend on their characteristics. We consider two major types of
facilities:
 Dedicated hosting services and colocation

facilities. In this case, the facility follows
a dedicated provisioning in which some
physical nodes (or the slots to place
them) are leased to a given user. A
user’s application can span multiple
nodes, and the overall provisioned capacity is dedicated to the deployed
applications. In this model, the leased
nodes’ overall operation and power
cost can be attributed to the running
applications. Only a per-node energy
accounting is needed. Although supercomputers aren’t data centers, for
accounting purposes we can accommodate them in this category.
 Virtual private servers and cloud hosting.
Adoption of this type of facility is
growing (for example, Amazon EC2),
and we envision clear benefits from energy accounting in these types of facilities. In these facilities, the owner bills
users according to the number of
hours their instances (that is, virtual
machines) are on, not considering the
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detailed compute resource usage profile. Although some parameters—such
as data transfer, I/O, and disk space—
are used for billing purposes, two
instances running for the same number
of hours will be charged the same, in
terms of wall-clock CPU time, regardless of what the actual CPU and memory usage is.
We can make several considerations when
applying energy accounting in virtualized
data centers. First, resource providers such
as Amazon EC2 provision end users with virtual resources. Here, the direct mapping of
the end user applications to actual physical
resources isn’t transparently known. Moreover, because the applications aren’t directly
mapped to physical hardware, direct hardware profiling isn’t generally available at the
application level. Instead, the virtualmachine manager has direct access to the
hardware profiling and knows when applications are really mapped to hardware. This
layer is an appropriate level for implementing the energy-accounting approach.
Second, virtualization vendors further
provide additional resource management
vehicles such as resource guarantees, limits,
and shares. In this case, each application’s
and virtual machine’s contribution to energy
consumption depends on provisioned virtual
resources, the imposed resource constraints,
and the underlying resource-sharing mechanism. All these management vehicles
are orthogonal to energy accounting. For
instance, some applications handle asynchronous events and have hard latency requirements. To deal with this situation, the
application or user must reserve resources
in advance. From the energy-accounting
point of view, this just implies that the user
must pay the reserved resources’ static
power consumption. Once the user’s application starts running, it follows our proposed
energy-accounting policy.
Finally, many virtualization technologies
also employ additional resource optimizations such as page sharing across compatible
virtual machines, linked clones with shared
based images, memory overcommitment,
and dynamic memory ballooning. These
techniques, while improving overall resource
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use efficiency, also blur the resource and energy usage association with individual applications and end users. Several changes are
required at the software and hardware level
to adopt energy accounting.

Energy-accounting design and trade-offs
There are challenges and opportunities
associated with energy and power accounting
at various granularities in a large-scale computing environment. Some changes are also
required, both at the hardware and software
levels, to provide accurate energy accounting.
The infrastructure required to accurately
track peak power and energy dissipation
can vary significantly over the computing
spectrum. However, several common considerations apply to all systems.

Granularity versus overhead
A critical point in an energy-accounting
system is to decide the level at which energy
is tracked. The hardware and software overhead increases for per-user rack and nodelevel accounting. Within a node, the accounting becomes even more challenging.
At the hardware level, we must decide the
area, power, and cost overhead of the additional hardware blocks to provide accurate
accounting. At the software level, we must
decide how much overhead time we’ll allow
for tracking energy consumption.

Fairness
From the user’s perspective, an important
principle to follow is that different runs of
the same application with the same input exhibit a similar energy profile. This is called
the principle of accounting, and it’s currently
applied to CPU time accounting.9,10 In an
ideal scenario, the application reaches the
same energy-accounting result for the same
input, regardless of the applications it’s
coscheduled with. However, in reality,
several factors complicate the ideal case,
potentially causing significant variation for
repeated runs. Accurate, fair energy-aware accounting and billing should account for this.

Power versus time trade-off
More computing resources imply less
execution time and higher power but
reduce static consumption’s significance.

Energy-aware accounting and billing lets
the user (likely in collaboration with the
data center owner) find the best design
point for the client applications. Finegrained energy accounting lets us find the
best power and time trade-off. Servicelevel agreements complicate this process,
making it more difficult to perform optimizations by adjusting performance-related
parameters. However, for cases that are targeted to fill the unused data center capacity
(as in Amazon EC2 Spot Instances), the
agreement’s flexibility could provide potential for such optimization.

Static and dynamic power consumption
To accurately track energy consumption,
we must first break down power-related
costs between static and dynamic costs. The
former accounts for the power that doesn’t
depend on the system activity (for example,
the power consumption of an idle machine
that is not running any user process). The
latter is related to the extra power consumed
when there’s user activity on the system. The
fraction between static and dynamic power
depends on both the system under consideration and the workload itself.
For the dedicated data center case, where
users don’t share nodes, that distinction
isn’t really necessary, because the total
power consumption can be typically measured at the node level. (If some external
resources are shared, some of the following
discussion might apply to the accounting
for these resources.) However, for virtualized data centers, we must estimate the fraction of these components that must be
attributed to each virtual machine running
on the system.
Static power. Splitting the cost of static
power consumption among virtual machines
depends on the level at which resources are
shared, leading to several possibilities with
different associated accuracies and overheads.
The easiest solution is to split the static consumption among all the virtual machines
mapped to that node either evenly among
them all or proportional to each virtual
machine’s dynamic power consumption.11
If we want higher accuracy, we can individually look at the system’s subcomponents.

However, we need either hardware support
to derive the static power consumption or
the hardware vendor to provide these values.
Current performance-monitoring counters
aren’t enough to derive, for example, the
static power consumption of a system’s individual subcomponents.
We differentiate two subcomponent types
on the basis of their nature.
 Spatial sharing. In spatially shared sub-

components (such as cache or memory), there’s a linear relation between
the amount of space a virtual machine
demands and the cost of static power.
If in a given instant a resource with an
associated space of Mtotal bits has a static
power consumption of Stotal watts, it
can be broken down among N virtual
machines as follows:
PNSi ¼ (Mi /Mtotal ) 
,
in
which
SP
total
i¼1 Mi ¼ Mtotal and
N
S
¼
S
,
where
Mi and Si are
total
i¼1 i
the amount of space used and the
static consumption incurred by virtual
machine i, respectively.
 Temporal sharing. Temporally shared
components (such as the CPU or
hard drive) consume static power proportionally to the duration they’re enabled. In this case, we can use an
interval-based accounting approach.
Let’s assume we divide the time into
intervals of fixed length I. If during a
given interval a certain amount of virtual machines access the device, all of
its static power consumption is charged
to these virtual machines. The other
running virtual machines shouldn’t be
charged, because we assume that the
subcomponents can go into a lowpower mode if they’re not accessed for
an interval I. Thus, the static energy
consumption for virtual machine i during time interval k, when Nk virtual
machines are accessing the device, is
Si,k ¼ Sk /Nk, where Sk is the static
energy consumed by a device during
interval k. It follows that the static
power charged to P
virtual machine i
after N intervals is N
k¼1 Si;k .
We can find subcomponents that,
depending on their power-saving capabilities,
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present both spatial and temporal sharing
characteristics. In that case, we can apply
a hybrid combination of the methodology
we discussed in the previous paragraph.
Dynamic power. Splitting the dynamic
power consumption among virtual
machines is a complex task that in some
cases might require hardware or software
support. We can use several approaches
for attributing energy consumption to
multiple virtual machines sharing a node.
CPU usage is a high-level metric that typically correlates well with power consumption, and thus, energy consumption. 7,11
Its main advantage is that it’s easy to collect, thereby reducing the complexity and
the overhead for energy-accounting
implementation.
Additionally, if we want a higher accuracy level, we can estimate energy consumption on the basis of lower-level
metrics, such as events in the system. We
can use different sources to collect events:
performance counters such as instructions
per cycle (IPC) and cache misses, and operating system statistics such as I/O operations. Multiple studies demonstrate the
high correlation between system events
and power consumption,12 with generally
higher associated overheads compared to
high-level metrics.
The type of metrics required to estimate
power consumption also depends on the
workloads being executed within the
virtual machines. For instance, in CPUintensive workloads, high-level generic
metrics generally are less useful. CPU
usage for these kinds of workloads is
mostly close to 100 percent, rendering
CPU usage-based power estimations inapplicable. Despite this fact, as Figure 1a
shows, significant power consumption
variation exists among workloads running
at 100-percent CPU usage. We can use
workload-specific, high-level metrics, but
this solution isn’t portable among different
workloads, and it might not be easy to
make that metric visible from outside the
virtual machine. Therefore, in the case of
CPU-intensive workloads, event-based
metrics are a much better fit to accurately
estimate energy consumption.
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Application interference and system activity
In shared environments, there’s generally
interference among virtual machines accessing
the same hardware resources. Nowadays,
most facilities use processors that can concurrently execute more than one thread (based
on chip-level multiprocessing [CMP], simultaneous multithreading [SMT], or a hybrid
approach). In these systems, two different virtual machines share certain resources when
they’re executed at the same time. Although
program output won’t change, the actions
that the system takes to obtain this output
could differ compared to when a virtual machine is executed in isolation. For instance,
the aggregated memory footprint of both virtual machines can exceed the amount of
cache or memory installed in the system,
leading to memory or disk accesses that
wouldn’t occur if the virtual machines ran
in isolation. Luque et al. show that the interaction between multiple applications running
on a CMP can lead to errors in CPU time
accounting up to 19 percent.9,10 Including
hardware support tracking intra- and intertask interferences can reduce the error to
1 percent. Including similar mechanisms
based on tracking per-thread subcomponent
usage would make energy-aware accounting
more precise.
Another source of interference is system
activity caused by housekeeping (for example, freeing virtual memory and cleaning system logs). Finally, optimizations across
virtual machines create interactions among
them as well. The challenge here is to determine how to account for the energy that the
system consumes considering such interference. Current solutions, such as Kansal
et al.,11 don’t focus on these issues because
hardware and operating system support
would be necessary to increase the accuracy
of their energy-accounting proposal.

Hardware and software support for energy
accounting
As we’ve shown, several shortcomings
exist in obtaining accurate energy accounting with low overhead. However, new hardware support could overcome some of these
problems. First, some current systems already let us obtain power measurements
at the processor level. A standard, accurate

way to obtain similar measurements for a
system’s most consuming subcomponents
can greatly enhance the accuracy of energy
accounting.
Second, an easier way to derive power
consumption from performance counters is
desirable. Kadayif et al. presented a framework based on performance counters to obtain energy measurements.13 However, a
native hardware implementation will probably prove more accurate. For instance, the
IBM Power7 processor internally uses a
power proxy based on more than 50 architectural events to estimate the power consumption for each core.14,15
Third, although we can use performance
counters as a power proxy, other possibilities
are required, because we can’t use current
performance counters to derive the static
power consumption of certain devices (such
as the memory). For instance, including
hardware support to obtain the instruction
mix per thread can already significantly increase the accuracy on power consumption
estimation.
Fourth, as we mentioned earlier, hardware support to overcome application interference can also help improve the accuracy
of energy accounting.
Software support can improve energy
accounting’s accuracy as well. For example,
the operating system or the virtual machine
manager can help by tracking the time that
resources are being used by the operating
system itself, without contributing to a direct profit for the user. Also, interaction between the accounting system and the virtual
machine monitor can help track energy
usage in the presence of virtual machine
optimizations such as those we described
earlier.

We argue for the importance of continuing the trend toward energy-proportional
systems. In fact, energy-aware accounting
will benefit from this trend and, at the
same time, can accelerate it, as demand for
MICRO
greener computing grows.
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